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Congratulations. . . You are unpacking the ultimate in weather watching. This MKIII is
the result of 29 years of experience in the design and manufacture of fine weather instrumentation.

4.

The top of the solar panel is hinged. Lift the bottom of the solar panel up and
insert the two support bars into the appropriate mounting holes in the solar
panel.

A word about location and instrumentation:
In order to obtain accurate measurements from the MK-III-RTI-LR
it must be correctly located. For accurate wind readings the MKIII RTI-LR should be mounted so that it is not obstructed by an
structures or trees. If the unit is to be mounted on a roof, it should
be at least 2 1/2 feet above the roof line. The station should also
be mounted in a location where it will receive the maximum
amount of sun exposure. Avoid locating the station near any heat
sources such as chimneys or vents. If possible avoid mounting
the station above large dark surfaces that may heat up in the sun.
If you are mounting the station on a roof, try locate it as close to
the edge as possible.
Regardless of how you mount the system, the bottom of the electronic enclosure should not extend more than 12” or less than 7”
above the support of the mounting tube.
The MK-III-LR has a range in excess of a mile. This range is based on an unobstructed
true line of site installation. Actual range will vary depending on the installation. Trees,
structures, walls (including glass) will reduce this distance. The closer you can keep the
transmitter to the receiving devices the better. Always test the range before making the
final installation. In most cases a range of 400 to 500 feet does not present any issues.

5.

Turn the system on by pulling switch forwards towards the front of the unit. The
switch will click into position. The system is now transmitting.

We also suggest that you operate your system at ground level and make sure that it operates properly prior to installation. Consult the instructions for your display and/or computer interface.

1.

Mount the support tube as indicated above. Insert the necked down end into
the MKIII sensor assembly, until it bottoms with the retaining screw in the slot.
Tighten the screw.

2.

Rotate the assembly until the solar panel faces TRUE SOUTH, TRUE NORTH
if you are in the southern hemisphere. Secure the support tube to the assembly
from rotating.

3.

Adjust the solar panel angle for optimum performance. Use the table below to
determine your optimum angle.

Latitude

Panel Angle (from vertical)

0° - 22.5°

60°

22.5° - 55°

30°

55° - 90°

15°

This completes the assembly!

